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 Ability to use positional data to trigger external devices 
including: pellet dispensers, doors, levers, stimulators and LEDs 
for optogenetics 

 Graphical outputs for subject speed, path length, time in zones 
and zone entries  

 Ability to group trials by experimenter-defined variables for 
groupwise comparisons

 Data export to .CSV files for further analyses in Excel® or other 
statistical programs

CineLyzer® Behavioral Research System
Plexon announces a new product tailored to support behavioral 
neuroscience. The new CineLyzer® 

Behavioral Research System combines superior tracking 
algorithms with database management tools and economical 
camera options to support high-throughput behavioral research 
studies.  

Animals can be tracked in high or low light conditions, and
flexible arena setup allows customization to virtually any
behavioral apparatus. Furthermore, real-time behavioral
tracking data can be used to trigger external devices, such
as those controlling pellet dispensers for reinforcement or
LEDs for optogenetics.  
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CineLyzer® Features 

  Sophisticated algorithms for incredibly accurate tracking – 
starts tracking within seconds. Eliminate time spent searching 
for your subjects or re-tracking missing data points! 

  Comprehensive database to keep track of experiment 
variables, add comments, and manage data for multiple trials 
within an experiment

   Tracking via 3 different methods: contour, LED, and (up 
to 12) color markers

  Customizable arena and zone definitions adaptable to 
virtually any behavioral setup 
including: T-maze, elevated 
plus maze, water maze, open 
field, and operant chambers 
(including those with grid floors) 

 Ability to track zone entries, 
or complex sequences of zone 
entries, within an apparatus

  Feature to re-define arenas and 
zones, or add zones, post-hoc

      -Data is re-analyzed   
      using new parameters  
      within seconds without  
      re-tracking
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VALUE New CineDemo Available: Plexon is excited to offer a free
demo version of CineLyzer. This new software can be downloaded
on our website at https://plexon.com/softwaredownloads/

Integration with Lafayette Instrument Company 
operant and touchscreen chambers

NEW!


